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Reaction times (RTs) are a valuable measure for assessing cognitive processes.
However, RTs are susceptible to confounds and therefore variable. Exposure to threat,
for example, speeds up or slows down responses. Distinct task types to some extent
account for differential effects of threat on RTs. But also do inter-individual differences like
trait anxiety. In this functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, we investigated
whether activation within the amygdala, a brain region closely linked to the processing
of threat, may also function as a predictor of RTs, similar to trait anxiety scores. After
threat conditioning by means of aversive electric shocks, 45 participants performed a
choice RT task during alternating 30 s blocks in the presence of the threat conditioned
stimulus [CS+] or of the safe control stimulus [CS−]. Trait anxiety was assessed with
the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory and participants were median split into a high- and
a low-anxiety subgroup. We tested three hypotheses: (1) RTs will be faster during
the exposure to threat compared to the safe condition in individuals with high trait
anxiety. (2) The amygdala fMRI signal will be higher in the threat condition compared
to the safe condition. (3) Amygdala fMRI signal prior to a RT trial will be correlated
with the corresponding RT. We found that, the high-anxious subgroup showed faster
responses in the threat condition compared to the safe condition, while the low-anxious
subgroup showed no significant difference in RTs in the threat condition compared
to the safe condition. Though the fMRI analysis did not reveal an effect of condition
on amygdala activity, we found a trial-by-trial correlation between blood-oxygen-level-
dependent signal within the right amygdala prior to the CRT task and the subsequent
RT. Taken together, the results of this study showed that exposure to threat modulates
task performance. This modulation is influenced by personality trait. Additionally and
most importantly, activation in the amygdala predicts behavior in a simple task that is
performed during the exposure to threat. This finding is in line with “attentional capture
by threat”—a model that includes the amygdala as a key brain region for the process
that causes the response slowing.
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INTRODUCTION
There is great variability in reaction times (RTs) between and within participants, even in RT
tasks where a simple motoric reaction to a cue is required (SRT task) or in RT tasks with two
possible stimuli and two possible simple reactions (CRT task) (Rabbitt et al., 2001; Salthouse
and Berish, 2005). Differences in age (Der and Deary, 2006), sex (Landauer et al., 1980),
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practice (Ando et al., 2004), wakefulness (Van Den Berg and
Neely, 2006), respiratory cycle (Buchsbaum and Callaway, 1965),
personality type (Welford, 1980; Stelmack et al., 1993), and
contextual factors (Bishop et al., 2009) such as threat (Johanson,
1922) likely contribute to this variance.
Threat as a signal relevant for survival (Ohman et al., 2001)
typically captures attention. This capture of attention can cause
a disruption in the ongoing task and can, therefore, influence
RTs. Experiments that addressed the influence of threat on RT
tasks yield divergent results. The continuous threat of an electric
shock has been shown (i) to either enhance task performance
(Weiss, 1965; Eason et al., 1969; McDonald et al., 2015) or
(ii) not to affect RTs (Farber and Spence, 1956; Choi et al.,
2012). However, spontaneous arousal has been demonstrated to
result in slower RTs (Nishisato, 1966). When threat-conditioned
stimuli are presented as transient distractors in RT tasks, faster
RTs (Notebaert et al., 2011), slower RTs (Schmidt et al., 2015)
or no significant difference in RTs (Koster et al., 2005a) have
been observed when compared to unconditioned distractors.
This variance can be partially, but not entirely explained by the
influence of experimental phase (i.e., acquisition or extinction;
Koster et al., 2005a). Even greater divergence, that is, slower,
faster, and no significant difference in RTs in response to threat,
has been observed when presenting threatening pictures as
distractors (Kirita and Endo, 1995; Northoff et al., 2000; Fox et al.,
2001; Buodo et al., 2002; Leppanen et al., 2003; Bishop et al.,
2004; Blair et al., 2007; Soares et al., 2009). In these cases, external
factors like (i) awareness of threat (Mogg and Bradley, 1999) and
(ii) whether threat affects oneself or a third party (Fernandes
et al., 2013) contribute to variability. In addition to SRT and CRT
tasks, visual search paradigms (Ohman et al., 2001; Schmidt et al.,
2015), Stroop tasks (Macleod, 1991; Mama et al., 2013), dot-probe
tasks (Frewen et al., 2008; Kappenman et al., 2015), and further
designs (for a review, see Gyurak et al., 2011) have been used
to assess the effect of threat on ongoing cognitive processing.
Methodological differences may explain the observed differences
in those tasks to some extent. For example, explicit tasks
where participants are highly aware of the emotional content of
stimuli (e.g., a picture of a spider) and the triggered emotion
(e.g., fear) may show a larger variability of RTs than implicit
tasks where awareness of the emotional content and therefore
potential cognitive regulation is low (for a review, see Gyurak
et al., 2011). Additionally, variations within one task type (e.g.,
visual search paradigms) that utilize engagement effects (e.g.,
a threatful stimulus within neutral stimuli captures attention
and is faster to find; “pop-out” effect) or effects of decelerated
disengagement (e.g., threatful stimuli surrounding a neutral
stimulus hold attention and increase RTs to the latter) result
in different RTs (Rinck et al., 2005). Moreover, the trial-to-trial
structure influences RTs in more complex tasks (e.g., congruency
effects in the Stroop task, i.e., faster RTs to incongruent trials
after incongruent trials compared to after congruent trials; Bugg
et al., 2008). Furthermore, type of RT response (e.g., button-
press or eye-movement-detection; Rinck et al., 2005), types of
stimuli (e.g., pictures that are processed quickly or words that
require higher cognitive processing), differences in the emotional
salience of stimuli (Mama et al., 2013) and sample characteristics
(e.g., high anxious participants, low anxious participants, patient
with an anxiety disorder) could yield variable RTs in tasks
assessing the effect of threat on behavioral performance.
In the attempt to further explain variability in RTs during
the exposure to threat, previous research identified anxious
personality as a predictor. Already Kamin and Clark (1957)
reported that the higher the trait anxiety (Taylor Scale), the
slower were RTs both for a SRT task without threat and a task
motivated by avoidance of shock. However, another study did not
find an effect of trait anxiety (Taylor Scale) on RT tasks (Farber
and Spence, 1956). Later, differences in (i) awareness and (ii)
sensitivity of the experimental design were identified to explain
inconsistent effects of trait anxiety on RTs. Etkin et al. (2004)
reported that participants with high trait anxiety responded faster
toward fearful compared to neutral face distractors. This effect
was only true for masked faces as distractors, that is, in case
of unaware or indirect threat. Koster et al. (2005b) showed that
differences in attentive processing of threat in high-anxious and
low-anxious individuals (State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, STAI-
T score) are subtle. But they were able to detect those subtle
differences by (i) using pictures that varied in negative valence
and arousal value and by (ii) presenting pictures at different
durations. Hence, trait anxiety explains variability of RTs in
threat-related conditions.
Trait anxiety has been associated with amygdala volume,
its neuronal activity, its connectivity, and its perfusion (Etkin
et al., 2004; Baur et al., 2012; Eden et al., 2015; Greening
and Mitchell, 2015; Kaczkurkin et al., 2016) as well as activity
alterations in other brain regions linked to threat processing,
for example, the hippocampus (Satpute et al., 2012) and the
bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST; Somerville et al.,
2010). Also processing of threat in the brain irrespective of
personality trait has been causally linked to the amygdala (Labar
et al., 1995; Bach et al., 2015). Functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) research has consistently demonstrated that
blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) response in the amygdala
is increased in threat compared to neutral conditions (Phelps
et al., 2001; Vuilleumier et al., 2001; reviewed in LeDoux, 2003)
and so have other methodological approaches (Oya et al., 2002;
Pissiota et al., 2003; Dumas et al., 2013; Murray et al., 2014;
Stujenske et al., 2014). In addition to the amygdala, an extended
network including, for example, the BNST, the hippocampus,
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), the insula and the
primary motor cortex, has been identified for the processing of
sustained threat (Walker et al., 2003; Sullivan et al., 2004; Kalisch
et al., 2006; Alvarez et al., 2011; Lonsdorf et al., 2014; Andreatta
et al., 2015; Herrmann et al., 2016).
Hence, we conclude, that neuronal activity, similarly to trait
anxiety scores, may also predict RTs. BOLD signal per se has
already been introduced as predictor of task performance (Musso
et al., 2006). In this regard, we specifically propose neuronal
activity within the amygdala to predict RTs. This conclusion has
been partially confirmed by van Reekum et al. (2007). In their
study, mean activity within the amygdala was increased in trials
showing negative pictures compared to trials showing neutral
pictures. Additionally, they showed that larger differences in
mean amygdala activity between conditions are related to faster
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mean RTs for negative compared to neutral pictures. However,
neither trial-by-trial RT-BOLD correlations to phasic threat nor
RT-BOLD correlations during the exposure to sustained threat
have been reported for the amygdala to our knowledge. Note, that
we do not exclude that other specific brain regions or a network of
different brain regions potentially function as a predictor of RTs
as well (see Discussion).
In the current study, participants first underwent threat-
conditioning (Figure 1A). One neutral stimulus (background
image, conditioned stimulus [CS+]) was paired with an
aversive event [i.e., electric shock to the skin, unconditioned
stimulus (US)]. During the presentation of a second neutral
background image no shocks were delivered [CS−] (for a review,
also see LeDoux, 2014). Afterward, participants performed a
CRT task in the MRI scanner. During the task participants
were—in alternating 30 s blocks—exposed to the background
indicating potential shock (threat condition; [CS+]) and to
the background indicating no chance of shock (safe condition;
[CS−]) (Figure 1B). According to the presented literature
(Phelps et al., 2001; Koster et al., 2005b; Musso et al., 2006; van
Reekum et al., 2007; McDonald et al., 2015), we addressed three
hypotheses:
(1) RTs in a CRT task will be faster in the threat condition
compared to the safe condition in individuals with higher
trait anxiety (as assessed with the STAI).
(2) The BOLD signal from the amygdala (indicative of neural
activity) will be higher in the threat condition compared to
the safe condition (i.e., control condition).
(3) BOLD activity in the amygdala prior to a CRT trial will be
correlated with the corresponding RT.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee at the
Technische Universität Dresden, Germany (EK 56022012) and
carried out at the Neuroimaging Center of the Technische
Universität Dresden.
Participants
Fifty participants were recruited for the study. They all showed
proficiency in the German language (telephone interview),
were right-handed (as assessed with the Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory; Oldfield, 1971) and reported normal or corrected-
to-normal vision. They were screened for exclusion criteria
for MRI. Participants had no history of mental disorder or
neurologic disease as assessed with a customized, structured
interview based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM) IV criteria. Participants reported no
pregnancy. Written informed consent was obtained from each
participant. All were unaware of the hypotheses of the study
and received payment for their participation. Five participants
had to be excluded prior to analysis, because of either (i)
having difficulties understanding the instructions, (ii) falsely
using the wrong combination of buttons on the response
box, (iii) malfunction of behavioral data recording, or (iv)
technical difficulties during the conditioning phase. Forty-five
participants were included in the statistical analysis of the
behavioral data (19–39 years of age, M = 24.4, SD = 4.1,
23 female). Because of deficient measurement of peripheral
physiological parameters in nine participants, less participants
(N = 36, M = 24.5, SD = 4.2, 18 female) were included in
the analysis of the neuroimaging data, which was performed
FIGURE 1 | Experimental design. (A) Before the reaction time (RT) experiment [RT under Continuous Threat task (RT-CoT task)] all participants underwent Threat
Conditioning. They were instructed that they would be receiving electric shocks while looking at a computer screen. Subsequently they were passively exposed to
24 blocks of alternating background images lasting 30 s each. Images were diagonally striped in different directions (12 with ascending and 12 with descending
stripes). Only during the presentation of one of the two images ([CS+]; threat condition) participants received aversive electric shocks ([US], 8 out of 12 threat
blocks). During the presentation of the other image no electric shocks were delivered ([CS−]; safe condition). Participants were not informed that electric shocks
would only be applied during one of the background images. (B) During the RT-CoT task, again, 24 blocks of the same background images (12 indicating threat
[CS+] and 12 indicating safety [CS−]) lasting 30 s each were presented alternately. In contrast to threat conditioning a white rectangle was placed in the middle of
the background image to present a choice reaction time task. In the RT-CoT task, participants were instructed to indicate as fast as possible by button press in
which direction a red triangle pointed. Shocks were administered in 4 out of 12 threat blocks to prevent fear extinction.
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after correction for physiological noise (see Materials and
Methods).
Experimental Design
Overview
The study reported here was part of a broader research project
and was performed on the 1st day of a 5-day experimental
design (Marxen et al., 2016). We will refer to this particular
experimental task as RT under Continuous Threat task (RT-
CoT task). Previous to the RT-CoT task, participants performed
another RT task that measured attentional capture effects by
distractor images of varying emotional valence. Subsequently,
the following procedural steps were conducted inside the MRI
scanner. First, the participants’ individual pain threshold for
an electric shock of the skin was measured. Then, in the
threat conditioning phase (Figure 1A), electrical stimulation
(US) was paired with a particular background image (LaBar
et al., 1998; Rhudy and Meagher, 2000). Next, participants
performed a CRT task (Figure 1B). During the task participants
were—in alternating 30 s blocks—exposed to the background
indicating potential shocks (threat condition; [CS+]) and to
the background indicating no chance of shock (safe condition
[CS−]). Finally and outside the MRI environment, threat
conditioning and personality trait were evaluated by a set
of questionnaires. Visual Stimuli were presented via a digital
light processing (DLP) projector (Acer Group Inc., Taipei,
Taiwan) and a back-projection screen and were visible to the
participant via a mirror mounted on the head coil. Stimuli
were presented and responses were recorded using the software
Presentation Version 16.3 (NeuroBehavioral Systems, Albany,
CA, USA).
Electrical Stimulation and Determining Pain
Threshold
For the application of electric shocks (rectangular pulses of
1 ms duration with a frequency of 100 Hz for a period
of 1 s) a DS5 Isolated Bipolar Constant Current Stimulator
(Digitimer Ltd, Welwyn Garden City, UK) and adhesive
MRI-compatible electrocardiography (ECG) electrodes (Ambu
GmbH, Bad Nauheim, Germany) were used. First, electrodes
were placed on the back of the participants’ left hand.
Participants were reminded about receiving electric shocks and
instructed to report the perceived intensity (felt nothing—not
unpleasant—unpleasant—very unpleasant) at each time via a
four-button response box (Current Designs Inc., Philadelphia,
PA, USA). Stimulation intensity was carefully increased in
a logarithmic fashion until the participant indicated a pain
intensity of at least “unpleasant” two times in a row. The
corresponding stimulation intensity (1–20 mA) marked the
stimulation threshold.
Threat Conditioning
Before the threat conditioning phase, participants were instructed
that they would be receiving electric shocks while attending
to a computer screen. Subsequently, participants were passively
exposed to 24 blocks of alternating background images
(Figure 1A). Images were diagonally black and white striped,
with ascending or descending stripes and a width ratio of
1:10 (Figure 1A). Only during the presentation of one of the
two images ([CS+]; threat condition) participants received an
aversive stimulus ([US], i.e., pain induced by an electric shock).
During the presentation of the other image participants received
no shocks ([CS−]; safe condition). Image attribution to condition
was pseudo-randomized with 19 participants receiving the
ascending version and 26 participants receiving the descending
version (Figure 1A) as CS+. Electric shocks were administered
in 8 out of 12 threat blocks. The first threat block was always
paired with a shock. In two of the eight blocks, two shocks were
administered, while only one shock was administered in the other
six at pseudo-random times. This resulted in a total of 10 shocks.
Participants were not told that electric shocks would only be
applied during one of the background images (for the difference
of conditioned fear vs. instructed fear, also see Alvarez et al.,
2011).
RT-CoT Task
In this phase, participants performed a CRT task. During
the task participants were—in alternating 30 s blocks (threat
condition/safe condition)—exposed to the same background
images used during threat conditioning. The safe condition was
always presented first. In contrast to the threat conditioning
phase a white rectangle was placed on top of the center of the
background image to present the CRT task. Importantly, the
background image was still clearly visible (Figure 1B). During the
RT-CoT, shocks were administered in 4 out of 12 threat blocks
at pseudo-random times (i.e., at ∼3 s, ∼7 s, ∼11 s, ∼5 s, and
∼9 s prior to CRT task onset). In one of the threat blocks two
shocks were administered, in the other three only one shock was
administered. This resulted in a total of five shocks.
Two RT trials were included per block (24 trials per condition
in total). Task onsets were at∼13.2 s and at∼26.4 s after the block
onset. A red triangle pointing to the left or right would appear
on the screen for 150 ms. Participants were asked to indicate
as fast as possible in which direction the triangle pointed by
pressing a button with the right index finger for “left” or with
the right middle finger for “right” (Figure 1B). Responses were
recorded via two buttons of a four-button response box (Current
Designs Inc., Philadelphia, PA, USA). Participants did not receive
feedback concerning RTs and correct/incorrect responses.
Questionnaires
After the RT-CoT task, participants completed the STAI (Kendall
et al., 1976), Perceived Stress Scale (PSS; Cohen et al., 1983), and
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI II; Beck et al., 1996). Including
the PSS and BDI in addition to the STAI served to address the
consistency of the participants’ answers; the PSS and BDI are
found to correlate with the STAI (Endler et al., 1992; Lee, 2012;
Isobe et al., 2014).
Evaluation of Threat Conditioning
After the end of the experiment, participants were asked to
indicate on a 4-point Likert scale in an anxiety rating how
anxious they have been (not anxious at all—a little anxious—quite
anxious—very anxious) during the presence of one background
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(verbally described as background with ascending stripes) and
during the presence of the other background (verbally described
as background with descending stripes). Skin conductance was
not recorded in the current study, because skin conductance
measures failed to indicate an effect of condition or general
anxiety in a pilot study.
Data Analysis—Behavioral
To test whether RTs are faster in the threat condition compared
to the safe condition (Hypothesis 1), we analyzed the acquired
RT data. The five RT trials that followed the administration of a
shock (i.e., at∼3 s,∼7 s,∼11 s,∼5 s and∼9 s after shock onset)
were not included. RTs shorter than 200 ms and longer than three
standard deviations from individual means (Whelan, 2010) and
incorrect responses were excluded, that is, treated as misses. The
first RT trial was excluded in all participants (see Supplementary
Material for a detailed rationale). Mean and median RTs were
analyzed (Whelan, 2010). No differentiation of misses (i.e., in
excluded vs. in actual misses) was made, because misses were rare
(see Results).
Koster et al. (2005b) appointed participants of a larger
sample to two subgroups according to their score in the
STAI-T questionnaire [high trait anxious (HTA) and low trait
anxious (LTA)] and found differential response patterns for
these two subgroups. Therefore we took a similar approach
by applying a median split to our sample according to the
STAI-T score. Together with the within-subject factor condition
(threat/safe) we included subgroup (HTA/LTA) as a between-
subject factor into our analysis [2 × 2 factorial repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)]. We also performed
post hoc t-tests on the dependent variable (i.e., RTs) separately
for both subgroups. Additionally, we used correlation analysis
to quantify the association between the STAI-T score and the
mean RT difference between threat blocks as compared to safe
blocks in the whole sample. For all statistical tests, a level of
significance p < 0.05 was used. Behavioral data were analyzed
using SPSS Statistics 23 (IBM SPSS Statistics, Armonk, NY,
USA).
MRI Data-Acquisition
Images were acquired on a 3-Tesla Siemens Tim Trio
scanner with the Siemens 32-channel head coil (Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany). T1-weighted images were acquired with
a 3D magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE)
sequence [repetition time (TR) = 1.9 s, echo time (TE) = 2.26 s,
field of view (FOV) = 256 × 224 × 176 mm3, voxel
size= 1× 1× 1 mm3, inversion time= 0.9 s, flip angle (FA)= 9◦,
phase partial Fourier 7/8, bandwidth (BW) = 200 Hz/Px].
Functional data was acquired with a multi-echo echo-planar
imaging (EPI) research sequence with six echoes [Posse et al.,
1999; TR = 2.54 s, TE = 8.6, 18.3, 28, 38, 48, and 57 ms,
FOV = 192 × 192 × 132 mm3, voxel size = 4 × 4 × 3.2
mm3 with a slice gap of 25%, GRAPPA with ipat factor 3
and 42 reference lines, FA = 82◦, BW = 2084 Hz/Px, slice
orientation axial > coronal [A > C], slice order: descending]. EPI
images were distortion-corrected in real-time using point spread
function data from a dedicated sequence (parameters as for EPI,
except TE= 8.7 ms; Zaitsev et al., 2004). Multi-echo images were
combined using TE-dependent weights (0.59, 0.90, 1, 0.97, 0.88,
0.77), which are optimal for a T2∗-value of 30 ms (Posse et al.,
1999).
Data Analysis—Neuroimaging
Preprocessing
The fMRI data were preprocessed using statistical parametric
mapping (SPM8, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging,
University College London, London, UK1) including slice-time
correction to the middle slice, spatial realignment (motion
correction), T1-based normalization, and smoothing with an
isotropic Gaussian filter, 8 mm at full width at half maximum
(FWHM) kernel (Penny et al., 2011). Functional data were
resampled to 2× 2× 2 mm3 voxel size.
Correction of fMRI Data for Physiological Noise
Because neuroimaging data of the amygdala is potentially
confounded by physiological noise such as cardiac and
respiratory fluctuations which primarily affect cerebral vessels
and cerebrospinal fluid and cause artifacts mimicking amygdala
activation (Boubela et al., 2015), analysis of neuroimaging
data was performed after correcting for physiological noise
(for further information on results without correction, see
Supplementary Material).
Physiological parameters were recorded via pulse oximetry
on the middle finger of the left hand and a respiratory
belt (peripheral equipment of the scanner). Correction for
physiological noise was performed via an extension of the
RETROspective Image CORrection (RETROICOR) approach
(Glover et al., 2000; Hutton et al., 2011) using Fourier expansions
of different order for the estimated phases of cardiac pulsation
(third order), respiration (fourth order), and cardio-respiratory
interactions (first order) (Hutton et al., 2011): the corresponding
confound regressors were created using the Matlab physIO
toolbox2 (Kasper et al., 2009). The 18 regressors for each
subject (six cardiac, eight respiratory, four interaction regressors
cardiac× respiratory) were entered into the general linear model
(GLM) at the subject-level. Six motion regressors acquired during
realignment were included.
First-Level Analysis
For subject-level statistical analysis, the GLM as implemented
in SPM8 and a high-pass filter at 1/128 Hz (Penny et al., 2011)
was used. Neural model components were convolved with SPMs
canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF). Two separate
approaches were employed [Neuroimaging Model 1 (Hypothesis
2) and Neuroimaging Model 2 (Hypothesis 3), see below].
Model 1 [effect of condition on amygdala BOLD signal
(Hypothesis 2)]
Five conditions (predictor variables) were entered into the design
matrix as separate regressors. Threat-blocks and shock-blocks
were modeled as 30 s blocks. Safe-block onsets, threat-block
1http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
2http://www.translationalneuromodeling.org/team/lars-kasper/
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onsets and shock-events were modeled as events. The safe
condition (safe-blocks) served as the implicit baseline.
Model 2 [correlation of the BOLD signal in the amygdala
prior to a CRT trial with the trial-specific RT (Hypothesis 3)]
The rationale of the model was to test whether neuronal
activity in the amygdala prior to a task is correlated with
the corresponding RT on a trial-by-trial basis irrespective of
condition (threat/safe). First, we defined a regressor model
that was not convolved with the HRF (see Figure 4A). We
did not base our predictive claims (i.e., signals prior to task
execution are correlated with performance) on a convolution
approach, because, due to the extent of the HRF, we cannot
exclude that task related signals are contaminating the resulting
regression coefficient. The regressor model investigated the
BOLD signal directly without making any assumptions about the
neurovascular coupling. It clearly investigated the BOLD signal
from one TR (∼2.5 s) before task onset to one TR (∼2.5 s)
after task onset (rounded down to integer TRs), which cannot
be contaminated by the BOLD response of the following task. In
this model, two regressors are included: a constant regressor and
a mean-free regressor proportional to the trial-specific RT. Both
regressors comprised 285 TRs (data points) with each modeled
event two TRs wide. Events were defined for each of the 48 RT
trials except for shock trials and the first trial in the experiment
(see Data Analysis—Behavioral). The model also included one
separate nuisance regressor for the five shock events. We did
not include blocks or block onsets (see Supplementary Material).
To confirm the results of the regressor model post hoc, data
analysis was repeated with a neural model. This model assumed
parametrically modulated neural events prior to task onset that
are convolved with the canonical HRF in SPM (Model 3; see
Supplementary Material).
Second-Level Analysis
At the group-level, random-effects analysis was performed on
the summary measures (i.e., regression coefficients). The contrast
mean-free regressor vs. baseline was estimated. To assess effects
of STAI-T subgroup (HTA/LTA) at a neuronal level subgroup
assignment was additionally included as covariate and between-
subject factor for group-level analysis. For region of interest
(ROI) analysis on the group-level, we used SPM’s small volume
correction (SVC). The ROI was defined by a mask for the
bilateral amygdala created with the WFU PickAtlas (ANSIR
Laboratory, WFU School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC, USA;
left amygdala: 161 voxels, right amygdala: 158 voxels; also see
Kobiella et al., 2011).
RESULTS
Questionnaires
The mean results of the STAI, PSS, and BDI were within the
range of 0.5 standard deviations of the normative data of a
representative healthy population (Cohen, 1988; Whisman and
Richardson, 2015). An overview is provided in Supplementary
Table S1. Including the PSS and BDI in addition to the STAI
served to address the consistency of the participants’ answers. In
line with previous studies (Endler et al., 1992; Lee, 2012; Isobe
et al., 2014), we found a correlation of the STAI-T score with the
BDI-scores (r = 0.393, p = 0.008) and the PSS-scores (r = 0.493,
p = 0.001; also see Supplementary Material for more detailed
results and discussion).
Evaluation of Threat Conditioning
A repeated measure ANOVA with the within-subject factor
condition (threat/safe) and the between-subject factor STAI-T
subgroup (HTA/LTA) was performed on the individual scores of
the anxiety ratings (dependent variable; mean score for HTA in
threat condition: 0.64 and safe condition: 0.05, mean score for
LTA in threat condition: 0.57 and safe condition: 0.39). Eighteen
participants indicated they were more anxious in the threat
condition, 25 participants noted no difference in anxiety between
conditions and two participants stated that they were more
anxious during the presentation of the safe screen. We found
a significant subgroup × condition interaction [F(1,43) = 5.8,
p = 0.021] on anxiety ratings. There was a main effect of
condition [F(1,43) = 19.3, p < 0.000]. There was no main
effect of subgroup [F(1,43) = 0.9, p = 0.343]. Post hoc two-
tailed paired samples t-tests revealed that only the subgroup
of high anxious participants retrospectively reported higher
anxiety in the threat condition compared to the safe condition
[t(21) = 4.695, p < 0.000] and that only a marginal difference
of the experience of anxiety between conditions was present
for the subgroup of low anxious participants [t(22) = 1.447,
pone−tailed = 0.081].
Effect of Condition on RTs (Hypothesis 1)
An overview of mean and median RTs of the two conditions
(threat/safe) is displayed for the whole sample and for the two
STAI-T subgroups in Table 1.
A 2 × 2 factorial repeated measures ANOVA with the within-
subject factor condition and the between-subject factor subgroup
revealed a significant condition × subgroup interaction [means:
F(1,43) = 9.4, p = 0.004, η2p = 0.180; medians: F(1,43) = 6.1,
p = 0.018, η2p = 0.123; Figure 2]. There was no main effect
of condition [means: F(1,43) = 2.5, p = 0.123; medians:
F(1,43)= 1.1, p= 0.307] and no main effect of subgroup [means:
F(1,43) = 0, p = 0.947; medians: F(1,43) = 0, p = 0.954].
As expected, post hoc analysis (two-tailed paired samples t-test)
showed that the high-anxious subgroup had faster RTs during
the threat condition compared to the safe condition [means:
t(21) = −3.076, p = 0.006; medians: t(21) = −2.455, p = 0.023;
Figure 2]. However, in the low-anxious subgroup there was no
effect of condition on RTs [means: t(22) = 1.135, p = 0.269;
medians: t(22)= 1.009, p= 0.324].
In line with this finding, there was a negative correlation of
the STAI-T score with the mean RT difference between threat
blocks as compared to safe blocks (r = −0.300, p = 0.045), that
is, the higher the participants scored on trait anxiety, the faster
were their RTs in the threat condition as compared to the safe
condition (Figure 3). No such correlation was found separately
for one of the two subgroups (both p > 0.4).
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TABLE 1 | Behavioral results of the CRT task.
Whole sample (N = 45) High trait anxious subgroup (N = 22) Low trait anxious subgroup (N = 23)
Condition RT (ms) SE (ms) RT (ms) SE (ms) RT (ms) SE (ms)
Danger
Mean 432 11 426 15 437 15
Median 420 11 414 16 426 15
Safe
Mean 437 11 442 18 432 13
Median 424 10 429 15 420 12
1 Danger–safe
Mean 1 of mean −5 4 −16a 5 5 5
Mean 1 of median −4 4 −15a 6 6 6
Results are presented separately in columns for the whole sample, for the subgroup of high-trait anxious individuals and for the subgroup of low-trait anxious individuals.
For each group, mean and median reaction times (RTs) for the threat condition and the safe condition as well as the difference of mean and median RTs between
conditions are presented.
aPtwo-tailed < 0.05.
FIGURE 2 | Behavioral results by subgroup. The plot shows the mean
reaction times (RTs) with standard errors (SE) for the different conditions
(threat/safe) in the subgroup of high-trait anxious (HTA) and low-trait anxious
individuals (LTA). Subgroups differed in the difference in RTs between
conditions. The HTA subgroup showed faster responses in the threat
condition compared to the safe condition.
Independent samples t-tests showed that there was neither a
significant difference in RTs in the danger condition nor in RTs in
the safe condition between the two subgroups (all p > 0.4). Misses
were rare (M = 2.4, SD = 4.9) and did not differ significantly
between conditions [t(44)= 1.356, p= 0.182].
Effect of Condition on Amygdala BOLD
Signal (Hypothesis 2)
The analysis of the neuroimaging data did not reveal a main
effect of condition (threat/safe) on amygdala activity [SVC at
FIGURE 3 | Behavioral results by individual STAI-T scores. The plot
shows the mean difference in reaction times in the threat condition compared
to the safe condition for individual participants with respect to their score in
the STAI-T questionnaire. The higher the individual score on trait anxiety, the
faster the participant responded in the threat condition compared to the safe
condition.
uncorrected p < 0.01, extent threshold k (KE) ≥ 8], neither
in the whole sample nor within the two STAI-T subgroups
(HTA/LTA; Model 1, see Materials and Methods). More precisely,
there was no significant difference of the BOLD response
within the bilateral amygdala, neither between the threat and
safe block conditions nor between the threat and safe block
onsets. However, when including subgroup as a covariate, we
noted a marginal increase of activation within the left amygdala
in threat-blocks in contrast to safe-blocks (SVC, Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI): −30/−2/−22, family-wise error,
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FIGURE 4 | Neuroimaging data analysis and results. (A) Graphical illustration of the first-level model. The regressor model was not convolved with the HRF and
investigated the BOLD signal directly to address correlations of the neuronal activity prior to a CRT trial with the trial-specific RT (Hypothesis 3). The experiment had
285 repetition times (285 data points). For each TR prior to and at task onset the respective reaction time (RT) of that trial was included as data point. All other data
points were 0. (B) Results of the second-level analysis. BOLD-signal within the right amygdala around the RT task correlated with the RT of the corresponding trial.
The anatomical illustration shows a coronal slice overlaid with the t-map at whole brain level. The result of the statistical analysis is presented after small volume
correction (SVC).
FWEcorr p = 0.083, KE ≥ 0) for high trait-anxiety compared
to low trait-anxiety. This finding was not confirmed for block
onsets.
Correlation of the BOLD Signal in the
Amygdala Prior to a CRT Trial with the
Trial-Specific RT (Hypothesis 3)
SPM ROI analysis (Model 2; see Materials and Methods) revealed
a significant positive trial-by-trial correlation between BOLD
activation within the right amygdala prior to the task and
subsequent RTs irrespective of condition (threat/safe): MNI:
30/−2/−20; FWEcorr p = 0.048 (Figure 4B). We confirmed
post hoc that the results are consistent with a neural model
(Model 3; see Supplementary Material): SVC, MNI: 30/−2/−22;
FWEcorr p = 0.012 (Supplementary Figure S1). The covariate
subgroup (HTA/LTA) did not reveal significant differences in
BOLD-RT correlation in the right amygdala between subsamples
(SVC, uncorrected p > 0.01). Independent two-sample t-test
revealed no significant differences in the defined contrast between
subgroups after SVC.
DISCUSSION
In line with the literature, the current study showed that trait
anxiety affects performance in a simple CRT task during exposure
to continuous threat. Critically, the study additionally revealed
amygdala activity as a potential predictor of RTs in a threatening
environment. Higher BOLD signal within the right amygdala
prior to a CRT task was related to longer RTs on the respective
trial. Unexpectedly, the design failed to show a general increase in
amygdala activation in response to threat compared to a control
condition.
Our first hypothesis predicted that, after threat conditioning,
RTs in a CRT task would be faster in the threat compared
to the safe condition in individuals with higher trait anxiety
(Koster et al., 2005b). This hypothesis was confirmed; more
anxious participants responded faster in the threat compared
to the safe condition, while less anxious participants did not.
This pattern is compatible with past research. First, high
anxious participants are more sensitive to threat conditioning
than healthy controls (see Lissek et al., 2005 for a meta-
analysis) as also indicated by the state anxiety ratings in our
study. High anxious participants reported higher anxiety in
the threat condition compared to the safe condition at the
end of the experiment. However, retrospective rating of anxiety
might also be biased by enhanced memory for threat in more
anxious individuals (Reidy and Richards, 1997; McCabe, 1999).
Second, responses to threat are more pronounced with increased
trait anxiety in terms of early sensory processing (Weinstein,
1995), physiological reactivity (Najstrom and Jansson, 2007),
attention (Yiend and Mathews, 2001), and behavior (Onnis et al.,
2011). Additionally, there is no evidence in our data that the
effect of faster RTs during threat in the high-anxious sample
could be accounted for by depressive mood, which is often
associated with higher anxiety (see Supplementary Material).
Note that the association of trait anxiety and sensitivity to threat
conditioning in our data does not allow disentangling which of
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the two caused the observed RT difference in the high-anxious
subgroup.
In our second hypothesis, we predicted that neuronal activity
in the amygdala is increased during a threat compared to a safe
condition. Threat conditioning has been demonstrated in the past
to be very effective in pairing an US with a CS (see LeDoux, 2014
for a review). Also, the amygdala has been shown to respond
to a threat CS (see Phelps and LeDoux, 2005 for a review).
The current experiment was close to reveal higher amygdala
activation during the exposure to threat in the high trait-anxiety
subgroup (FWEcorr p = 0.083). Although not significant, this
trend indicates the presence of some neuronal correlate for
the behavioral differences in subgroups (Hypothesis 1). We did
not find a robust effect on the amygdala BOLD signal contrast
between conditions, that is, exposure to the threat of a potential
electric shock compared to a safe control condition. This result
was surprising and possibly due to the following four factors:
(1) Effectiveness of threat conditioning was limited. Participants
in the low-anxious subgroup did not report statistically
different anxiety ratings for the two conditions. Because
anxiety ratings were moderate overall, we do not know
whether the design was insufficient to induce threat or
whether the background images used for conditioning
were difficult to distinguish. However, we found an RT
difference between conditions in this study for the high-
anxious subgroup and marginally also in a pilot study for a
separate, smaller sample of participants [means: t(11) = 2.2,
p = 0.050)]. Both findings indicate a fair success of
conditioning. Nevertheless, we are missing a clear indicator
of the effectiveness of conditioning given that both amygdala
BOLD signal and skin conductance (in a pilot study) did not
show such an effect with sufficient confidence.
(2) Habituation over time (Fischer et al., 2003) may have
diminished block effects as the threat screen was presented
continuously for 30 s, which is a much longer CS
presentation than in more conventional conditioning studies
(Choi et al., 2012; Schmidt et al., 2015). To address this
point, we included event-related conditions in our analysis
to detect a difference in amygdala activation to imminent
changes of condition (threat/safe) at block onsets. But no
significant statistical effect was detected potentially due to the
low number of events (i.e., 12 per condition).
(3) Specific functionalities of different brain regions in the
processing of threat have to be considered. While the
amygdala is activated by unpredictable, imminent threat,
an extended network including, for example, the BNST, the
hippocampus, the vmPFC and the insula, is more specifically
involved in processing predictable, sustained threat (i.e.,
hazardous environment; Walker et al., 2003; Sullivan et al.,
2004; Kalisch et al., 2006; Alvarez et al., 2011; Andreatta et al.,
2015; Herrmann et al., 2016). In addition, Andreatta et al.
(2015) discussed primary motor cortex activation during
sustained fear as representing participants’ desire to leave a
virtual reality associated with threat. Unfortunately, a ROI-
analysis of the BNST response to sustained threat could
not be performed, because the nucleus is very small, not
easily identifiable by an anatomical atlas, and the current
design did not offer a localizer (Somerville et al., 2010). ROI-
analysis for the bilateral insula yielded no significant results
(see Supplementary Material). This was expected, because
although the insula has been suggested in sustained threat
processing (Paulus and Stein, 2006; Herrmann et al., 2016),
the region has been shown to predominantly increase activity
at stimulus onset and also to co-vary with activation within
the amygdala (Carlson et al., 2011). It is tempting to consider
the motor cortex as having a specific function (Andreatta
et al., 2015), for example, concerning the whole-body
response to sustained threat. Therefore a potential effect on
RTs is easy to imagine. A ROI-analysis within the current
project, however, would have been explorative, but should
be addressed in future work. ROI-analysis for hippocampus
and vmPFC seemed not appropriate (see Supplementary
Material). Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that faster
RTs during threat in HTA individuals are reflected on
the neurofunctional level by a network of different brain
regions. Activation of these nodes, however, is likely to
be quantitatively different between individuals. Multi-voxel
pattern analysis (Haynes, 2015) may deliver higher sensitivity
to test this assumption in future experiments.
(4) Because the task used in this study was effortful rather than
automatic in nature, a negative coupling of brain regions
involved in cognitive control (e.g., the prefrontal cortex) with
limbic regions might have caused an attenuation of amygdala
neuronal activity (Banks et al., 2007; Gyurak et al., 2011; Gold
et al., 2015).
Extinction after the conditioning phase, on the other hand,
is unlikely an explanation for two reasons: the amygdala is also
involved in early threat extinction (LaBar et al., 1998; Phelps et al.,
2004) and electric shocks have also been applied during certain
trials of the CRT task (which were excluded in the analyzed
contrast).
We suggest that, on a neuronal level, spontaneous fluctuations
in amygdala fMRI signal in a threat-laden environment rather
than block-related changes shape behavior in the current
experimental design. In line with this suggestion, in our third
hypothesis, we predicted that BOLD signal in the amygdala prior
to a task is correlated with the corresponding RTs on a trial-
by-trial basis irrespective of condition. Our third hypothesis
was confirmed. Statistical analysis showed that the higher the
amygdala activity before a task, the slower the participant’s
response was in that trial. The reported BOLD-RT correlation was
found in a regressor model; therefore we could exclude that task
related signals due to the extent of the HRF affected the results.
We confirmed post hoc that the results of the regressor model can
be reproduced with convolved “neural” regressors.
Threat in an evolutionary perspective should mobilize
resources (i.e., fight or flight; Cannon, 1915) to enhance response
to threat. Here, we found faster responses to a RT cue in the
threat condition and a trend to higher amygdala activation in
the threat blocks for the high-anxious subgroup. Given this,
the positive BOLD-RT correlation in this study might not be
intuitive and needs further reflection. Threat captures attention.
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For example, dot-probe tasks nicely show that it is more difficult
to spatially detach from a threat stimulus compared to a neutral
stimulus. RTs to a cue are often faster when the cue is presented
at the position of a previous threat-laden stimulus compared
to when presented at a different position (Frewen et al., 2008).
The same effect was observed in another task within the broader
research project (manuscript in preparation). We found slower
responses in a RT task if the cue was preceded by a negative
image that captured attention. Although speculative, in this study
a continuous awareness of threat (not necessarily with respect to
condition) might have drawn cognitive resources and resulted
in overall slower responses. This explanation would be in line
with the observed positive BOLD–RT correlation. Why RTs were
faster during the threat condition in the high-anxious subgroup
with regard to this explanation unfortunately remains an open
question, especially because neuroimaging results revealed no
significant difference between subgroups.
Correction for cardiac and respiratory artifacts (Boubela et al.,
2015) was applied. Venous artifacts by the basal vein of Rosenthal,
(i) which drains the fusiform face area and (ii) which has been
discussed to potentially confound fMRI amygdala signal (Mende-
Siedlecki et al., 2013; Boubela et al., 2015), is unlikely, because face
stimuli were not used in the current design. Hence, even though
physiological noise can never be entirely discarded to confound
fMRI results, it can be deemed unlikely in the current study. Note
that on the other hand, physiological noise correction reduces
the desired signal by reduction of variance, if physiological noise
is synchronous with task activation (Glover et al., 2000). This is
true for experimental designs that assess emotional processing
(Lipp et al., 2014), where arousal is reflected in cardiac (Kusserow
et al., 2013; Azarbarzin et al., 2014) or/and respiratory measures
(Vlemincx et al., 2015). Results of an additional analysis without
physiological corrections confirm a reduction of statistical power
by physiological noise correction in the current study (see
Supplementary Material).
However, we found a significant trial-by-trial correlation of
amygdala fMRI signal prior to the CRT task with the RT. Hence,
we propose that the amygdala fMRI signal predicts behavioral
performance in a threat-laden environment; although, the result
has to be interpreted with caution (FWEcorr p = 0.048) until
reproduced by an independent experiment. It is very possible that
the current design favored the detection of such an effect due to
the exposure to threat and safe blocks and might not be detectable
under non-threatening conditions. On the other hand, the effect
could also not be associated with threat processing specifically.
Claims about the latter assumption cannot be made based on the
current design and need to be addressed in further research. We
show in the Supplementary Material that the variance of the data
is further reduced by including blocks and block onsets and that
the reported effect is then no longer significant.
In conclusion, the current study successfully identified factors
that explain variability of RTs observed in past research.
The results highlight an influence of personality trait on the
modulation of task performance by experimental factors such as
threat. We show that inter-individual variability in RTs during
threat exposure can be partially explained by inter-individual
differences in trait anxiety of healthy adults. Critically, results
additionally show that on a trial-by-trial basis amygdala fMRI
signal prior to a task predicts RTs when participants are exposed
to threat. This finding is important in two ways: first, it shows
a trial-by-trial influence of amygdala activity on behavior rather
than correlations of mean activity and mean task performance
across subjects. Second, spontaneous activity fluctuations in the
amygdala are likely to drive these changes in behavior.
The current design with repeated background changes,
unjittered RT task onsets and shock events potentially affecting
baseline variance can be further developed to investigate the
circumstances in which amygdala fMRI signal is a sensitive
predictor of RTs. To avoid circular analysis (Kriegeskorte et al.,
2009), the effect size (i.e., predictive value) of the detected
BOLD-RT correlation was not calculated here and needs to be
estimated in a second independent study. Further studies also
need to be conducted to reveal why, how, and in what temporal
window prior to a task, the amygdala activation affects behavioral
performance. Increased monitoring of the environment with
increased activation of the amygdala and therefore a less focused
deployment of cognitive resources toward the task could be one
speculative explanation for longer RTs.
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